For the past 12 years Garrett Discovery has been providing expert services in fields of Electronic Discovery, Computer Forensics and high tech investigations. All of our staff testify regularly as experts in court across the US and perform services worldwide. Additionally, GDI has a new division to teach real world computer forensics (Digital Forensic Academy).

Internship or Job Description: Computer Forensic Trainee

- Process Digital Forensic Evidence
- Analyze Digital Forensic Evidence
- Digital Forensic Report Writing
- Computer Forensic Research
- Open Source Intelligence Gathering
- Penetration Testing
- Review of Training Materials

Basic student learning anticipated. It takes years of experience in the field to be proficient and testify in court. Working for our company will give a student real world experience working on cases that often make headlines. Students will gain experience in using; Forensic Recovery Evidence Devices, Logicube
Falcon, Write Blockers, Digital Intelligence equipment, Cellebrite UFED, Encase, FTK, Magnet IEF and Optoelectronics TSCM Equipment. Students will have access to training materials and expert staff. Special Requirements: Students must be able to pass a background check Students will work remotely 80% of the time Will remotely control forensic equipment and computers under the direct observation of an expert Field of study must relate to computer forensics Students on occasion will be offered to travel to client sites to perform field forensics and must be able to drive Must sign confidentiality agreement

Hours per week: Up to 35

Number of weeks: 8-16

Position Available: Spring

Unpaid

*If offering an unpaid internship you will have to review and sign our Unpaid Interns Employer Agreement Form, which states that you are adhering to the Fair Labor Standards Act guidelines.